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Abstract

In the paper the formulas for perturbation theory functional s calculation are given
equations are based upon improved coarse mesh discretization of diffusion problem in
dimensional geometry (Hex-Z). Expressions for the reactivity effect components and reac
coefficients, written in the framework of the first order perturbation theory, are presented. 0
basis the formulas for estimation of the sensitivity coefficients of different reactivity effects
group cross-sections were derived. Expressions for the reactivity effect and its compo:
obtained in the framework of the strict perturbation theory, are also presented in the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

The idea of the improved coarse mesh method belongs to J.R. Askew who propose
approach for the solution of one-group diffusion problem in two dimensional hexagonal geo
[1]. This method was essentially enhanced by T. Takeda and others who applied the method 1
solution of multi-group diffusion problem, at the beginning in two dimensional geometry [1
then in three dimensional (Hex-Z) geometry [3]. Simplicity, high-speeding and rather high ace
of improved coarse mesh method ensured its wide popularity [4-7]. The method got f
development and substantiation in the papers of Russian specialists [6-11].

Overwhelming number of papers on the improved coarse mesh method is connected v>
usage for the solution of direct diffusion problem and extremely few papers including [8] an
describe its application for the solution of adjoint problem of neutrons diffusion. Formulas
perturbation theory based on Askew's method are not published up to now. Well known expre
derived on the basis of traditional finite-difference method are not applicable in this case. "
into account practical necessity in the perturbation theory apparatus based on improved coarse
discretization of diffusion problem, such expressions for calculation of reactor nei
characteristics constituting the perturbation theory functionals are given in this paper.

2. INITIAL STATING OF THE PROBLEM. DISCRET MODELS OF
DIRECT AND ADJOINT PROBLEMS.

The problem is considered in three dimensional hexagonal geometry and is determine<
G-group system of diffusion equations:

dz * V ; dz dx W dx dy x ' dy (2.



i=\
(2.2)

augmented by boundary conditions:

) 0 (2.3)

Here:
r = {x,y,z}

?j - designates the coordinates on the external convex surface of region in question;

g- 1,2,...,G - number of energy group;

S^g\r) - independent neutron source;

X = Keff, if S(g) (r) = 0 for all r and g;

X = 1 - in the opposite case;

D^ (r) , D;g' ( r) - diffusion coefficients for group number g along Z axes direction and along

(X,Y) plane respectively. Other notations are commonly used.
Reactor region Q consists of a set of elementary prisms Qj with the base in the form of

regular hexagon. Within those elementary prisms the coefficients of the equation system are
considered as constant.

Discrete model of the problem (2.1)-(2.3) being implemented in TRIGEX code was
obtained on the basis of improved coarse mesh method [7], [10]. Usual finite-difference method
with one mesh point per hexagon elementary prism was put in the foundation of this method.

Not going into detail, it can be marked that this approach allows:
a) to build the system of algebraic equations similar by form to the system resulting from usual

coarse mesh finite-difference method; differences are caused by appearance of additional
coefficients (so called "correction parameters") which, strictly speaking, provide more high
accuracy of the solution obtained;

b) to get simple analytical expressions for those correction parameters.
The system of algebraic equations looks as follows:

K
I

( 2 - 4 )
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Here:
hr - distance between two side surfaces of big prism (across flat width),
hzi - height of number "i" big prism;
g=l,2,....G - index of energy group.

Correction on coarse mesh (hr, hz) in the equations (2,4), (2.5) are taken into account by
means of substitution of ordinary macro-constants by corrected ones, the last are marked by upper
symbol "~". Corrected macro-constants are defined by the following relations:
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(2.6a)

(2.6B)

(2-6d)

(2.6e)

Instead of usage of flux <pj** averaged over volume of big prism number "i", in equations (2.4) -

(2.5) value <pj^ is used (called further as quasi-flux), and the both values are connected by the
formula:

£ W = t f W / y W (2.7)

Parameter y\** used in the equation (2.4) is defined by the formula:

yif)=yif)/y(;) (2-8)
Axial and radial correction parameters used in equations (2.4) - (2.8) are determined on the basis of
solution of auxiliary problems. For those problems analytical expressions are obtained, kind of:

w_l-10*««+4(a«)'

" " I^ft ( }

yjp = 6}p * [l - 9 * a<?> + 6(ajfJ )2 ] (2.10)

«« = ̂ ^ . (2.11)
144 ^

*«Jf) (2.12)
(2-13)

Procedure of calculation of coefficients /3^ and jff̂  is discussed below:

System of equations (2.4) -(2.14) is non-linear. Its solution is carried out by iterations with
successive making values of correction parameters and the result itself more precise. At the
beginning all correction parameters are set equal to 1. System of equations (2.4)-(2.14) in this case
is identical to the traditional finite-difference method with one point per hexagon prism. Obtained
on its basis (after a few iterations) approximate solution is used for first estimate of correction
parameters according to the formulas (2.8)-(2.14). At the beginning coefficients, corresponding to
total group leakage^ from coarse mesh prisms i (i=l,2,...I), are determined using the following
equation:

Besides this, the following expression for fifg is justified:

(2.16)

Here 0>8' means averaged over volume of prism i group g neutron flux obtained from solution of
the system (2.4)-(2.5) with usage of correction parameters determined at the previous step.



Bucklings fi^ and J3^ , defined accordingly by leakage J)f' in the plane (X-Y) and by J^ in

axial direction and analogous to the formula (2.16), are determined by the following expressions:

P rig - J ri

D(*)0(*)v.

(2.17)

(2.18)

Leakage J)£} is calculated, on the basis of previous step solution, by means of finite-

difference method equations (third term in left part of equation (2.5)). Total leakage j \ 8 ^ is

determined from the balance equation for any large prism i according to equations (2.15)-(2.16).

Leakage / ; / ' in the plane (X-Y) is determined from the obvious relationship:

/«=/«-/« (2.19)

Thus, all the necessary relationships exist for recalculation of the coefficients of the equation
system (2.4)-(2.5). After definite number of iterations the new approximation for group fluxes and
Keff is determined. Those characteristics are used for recalculation of correction parameters

Yrf ' $ri > Yd »̂ zt • Their values allow once more redefine coefficients of the system of equations
(2.4)-(2.5). Iteration process is stopped when reaching a definite user criteria. From the experience
of fast reactor calculations it is known that if the iteration process is converging then correction

parameters (equations (2.6)-(2.8)) are converging faster than Kejf and 0r' , and that is why it is

not necessary to recalculate them in every outer iteration. It is enough to define the parameters with
accuracy of neutron fluxes and not to redefine them further.

Initial principle of building the adjoint coarse mesh system of algebraic equations is
conservation of correction parameters obtained from the direct problem solution (2.4)-(2.19). Under
known and fixed values of correction parameters, equations (2.4)-(2.5) are linear and building the
corresponding adjoint system can be carried out according to well known rules of matrix
transformation. Thus, solution of adjoint problem in TRIGEX code can be carried out only after
solution of direct problem since it uses information (correction parameter values) obtained from
direct problem solution.

Explicit form of adjoint system equations is derived in the paper [8] and is as follows:

(2-20)

*l)<l>,+(/) (2 .21)
Keff /=i t<g

The following relationship is valid:
£««-') = S M y W , {>g ( 2 . 2 2 )

Adjoint system of linear algebraic equations (2.20)-(2.21) has a structure similar to the structure of
direct system (2.4)-(2.5). This circumstance allows to simplify to some extent the realization of
adjoint problem in the framework of TRIGEX code.



3. EQUATIONS FOR BASIC CHARACTERISTICS DETERMINED BY PERTURBATION
THEORY FUNCTIONALS.

3.1 Equations of first order perturbation theory for reactivity effect components and
reactivity coefficients.

Reactivity effect (RE) under perturbation of macro characteristics AE (spatial-energy
dependence is omitted for short) of reactor regions in the framework of perturbation theory is
appeared as a superposition of the following components [12]:

i |

efff 'ff

Presence of index (AS) in the expression (3.1.1) shows dependence of reactivity effect components
from perturbation of appropriate macro constants. Values in the right side of this expression stands
for: [LE]=LEakage - leakage component;

[AB]=ABsorption - absorption component;

[SC]=SCattering - scattering component;

[PR=PRoduction - fission neutron production component.

Reactivity effect components are as follows [12]:
rig)+Lf) (3.1.2)

/ G
(3.1.3)

(3.1.4)

(3.1.5)

In the framework of the first order perturbation theory, undefined parameters in equations (3.1.2)-
(3.1.5) are displayed as follows:

[r)D{
rp grad r0

Hg) (r)dv

(3.1.6)
[IFN]

f)grad Z0ig)(r)D{g) grad z0
Hg) (r)dv

= - — - - —- - (3.1.7)
[IFN]

\0(i) (r)0Hg) {r)dv
— Vi n 1 o\
— - —. I J. l .OJ

[IFN]

F(g) =Vi- j=l (3.1.9)
2 [IFN]

fp (3.1.10)

- S (3.1.11)



Bar is used to mark disturbed state. Expressions for parameters L\f, l}f, F,u'g), g
[IFN] are derived on the basis of initial (differential over spatial variables) formulation of direct
and adjoint diffusion problems. Finite-dimensional calculation of those parameters is easily
obtained on the basis of expressions (3.1.6)-(3.1.10) if the discretization of initial diffusion
problems is made on the basis of traditional finite-difference methods.

For improved coarse mesh method the situation turns out more complicated due to
appearance of additional terms in the perturbation theory expressions (comparing with the
traditional finite-difference methods). Those additional terms have non-standard for traditional
finite-difference methods structure and are determined not by perturbations of macro constants
AZig\ AL^, AI.ls

g\ AvT,{g) and rather by perturbation of correction parameters Ay '^Ay^ 1

characterizing degree of group fluxes tilts in radial and axial directions. Such display makes
physical interpretation of calculation results rather difficult because such interpretation during many
years was based on well known finite-difference formulas of perturbation theory. For the first order
perturbation theory, assuming small perturbations, fluxes for perturbed and initial states can be
considered as equal, and perturbation of parameters Ay'? ) ,Ay^' can be expressed via linear

combination of macro constants disturbances AL^\ AL^, ALl
s
g), AvT.^ with proportional

coefficients independent from the macro constants perturbations. In the framework of strict
perturbation theory it is not possible to get such decomposition.

Additional terms of the first order perturbation theory are displayed below as sum of four
components serving as corrections to ordinal finite-difference expressions for reactivity effect
components. The following symbols will be used:
a) fission source for direct problem:

' (3.1.12)
7 = 1

b) fission source for adjoint problem:

O+ = T y(j)0^ (3 1 1 3 )

7=1

c) importance of fission neutron [IFN]:

IFN = YQQ*V. (3 1 14)
( = 1

d) density of total leakage from prism number i in energy group g.

Keff 7=1 ]<g

Together with known bilinear functionals,

[IFN]

= £ ; & ( 3 1 1 8
VQi [IFN] 1^.1.15

other bilinear functionals characterizing importance leakage from prism number i in the energy
group g will be required:
a) via lateral surface, with weight of neutron current:



V
4V> f f 5-5-V(*(•)_«(•))(*•«-••(')^ (3 119)

b) via lateral surface, with weight of neutron flux:

trf.) *) W> (3.1.20)

c) via top and bottom surfaces, with weight of neutron current:

f{?i!*«LJ| ( * W ;WVv(•)#(•) - yW^W) (3 121)

d) via top and bottom surfaces, with weight of neutron flux:

;W W « . (3 , 22)

Both average over volume of i large prism flux &)*' and quasi-flux &}g' are present
simultaneously in the formulas (3.1.12)-(3.1.22). Both fluxes are connected by the relationship
(2.7), namely:

Bilinear functionals defined by the formulas (3.1.19)-(3.1.22) allow to write expressions for

auxiliary combinations yr}J'g' and yrgj' directly used in perturbation theory formulas:

*— ~\ n i ?3">

[ ^ 7 j (3.1.24)

Here:

if ;
(3.1.25)

= o if w

(3.1.26)

Expressions ^M1*' and y/^ are results of usage of improved coarse mesh method. In

perturbation theory based on usage of conventional finite-difference methods, those expressions are

absent. In perturbation theory based on usage of improved coarse mesh method, the terms y/\'yg'

and \J/Q) are used together with the determined earlier functionals (py'8' and cp^' in the form of

following combinations:



V/'*} (3.1.27)

(3-1.28)

and bilinear functional characterizing worth leakage and determined by formulas (3.1.19)-(3.1.22)
in the form of such combinations:

(3.1.30)

As a result, expressions (3.1.2)-(3.1.5) for the reactivity effect component calculation in the
framework of the first order perturbation theory turns out valid for the improved coarse mesh
method if L(*>, Lf, F(

u'g), F£?}, [IFN] parameters are determined by formulas (3.1.12)-(3.1.30).

Formulas of the first order perturbation theory for reactivity effect are initial for

d(1
K )

determination (as derivative eff Q , p a - concentration of isotope a) of important reactor

characteristics - isotopes reactivity coefficients. Reactivity coefficient Ka {Vt) determines reactivity

change under bringing 1024 nuclei of isotope a into 1 cm3 of volume Vt and can be represented by

the following expression:

] [ ] [ ] [ ] (3.1.31)
Here the same set of components like for reactivity effect in formula (3.1.1) are used but determined
for one isotope within local volume Vt. That is why in formula (3.1.31) corresponding values of
micro constants of isotope in question are present instead of variations of macro constants, and in
formulas for reactivity coefficient components, given below, summing over all elementary reactor
volumes is absent. Reactivity coefficient components look as follows:

(3.1.32)
£=<

G

Z alg,\(i)* Flg'g) (3 1 33)

G g-l

g=l /=1

(3.1.35) •

Parameters L\f, L^}, Fl'~g), Fgf', [IFN] are determined here according to the same

formulas (3.1.12)-(3.1.3O) as for calculation of reactivity coefficient components based on the first
order perturbation theory.



3.2 Formulas of the first order perturbation theory for sensitivity coefficients of effective
multiplication factor and for sensitivity coefficients of reactivity effects to group mien
constants.

The sensitivity coefficient of Keff to a group micro constant a^ a ) of nuclide a in gen

case is represented by the expression:

Since

„{*) \ _

then

dKeff=-K)ffd{ 1 ) (3.2.3)
Aeff

Then formula (3.2.1) can be represented as follows:

(3.2.4)

Procedure of derivative eff , } calculation has a lot of common features

(R )
derivative e^ - calculation, formulas for which are given in previous section of the p

Specific character of those formulas is conditioned by usage of improved coarse mesh method i
code TRIGEX. In expressions for sensitivity coefficients given below index a will be omitted

Sensitivity coefficient Hlo[g' J to absorption micro cross-section a[g' looks as follows

(3.2.5)

Here pt - is isotope a concentration ( a is omitted) in volume V.t;

F^'g^ - is defined by expression (3.1.27).

Sensitivity coefficient HiVG^' I to cross-section vay of fission neutron production

as follows:

(3.2.6)

Combination F^f' is determined by formula (3.1.28).

Sensitivity coefficient H\G f ) to fission micro cross-section cry' looks as follows:

ff (a(/») = //(va1/1) - Keff ± Pla
(/' (If™ (3.2.7)



Sensitivity coefficient H\o$j to cross-section a[f of elastic slowing down to the next

energy group looks as follows:

#(<*!?) = -*«r t P^ ( W M ) - Ft'*-") • (3.2.8)

Sensitivity coefficient HLJ^J to cross-section o^} of inelastic slowing down looks as follows:

(3.2.9)

Sensitivity coefficient H\a\f\ to transport micro cross-section a ^ looks as foliows:

M°{:])=KeffiPi3<j^(i)*(Lf +Lf) (3.2.10)

Parameters L(
rf,L

{^ are represented by formulas (3.1.29) and (3.1.30), accordingly.

Sensitivity coefficient Hyx \ to fission neutron spectrum x looks as follows:

(3.2.11)
1=1

Coefficient (p^s) is determined by formula (3.1.18). In contradiction to previously considered

sensitivity coefficients Hyx I does not depend on nuclide.

Sensitivity coefficients of reactivity effects to the group cross-sections can be calculated by
the following way. Reactivity effect is determined as difference of inverse values of Keff for initial

and disturbed (ki) states of reactor:

RE= 1
k - 1. (3.2.12)

Accordingly:

- 1.

s, dRE s. ckx

k] cst

1

RE
(3.2.13)

Here the following notation is used:
S °

3.3 Formulas of strict perturbation theory for reactivity effect components.

Formulas of the first order perturbation theory for the reactivity effect based on
conventional finite-difference methods can be easily modified for implementation in strict
perturbation theory: instead of unperturbed flux (0{g) (r)) the flux (<P'(g)(r)) for perturbed state
is used, and {.K'eff) for the same state is used in formula (3.1.5). Here stroke stands for perturbed

state. For the improved coarse mesh method the same changes are made in the formulas of strict
perturbation theory, and besides additional term is appeared which is caused by perturbation in
correction parameters Ay {

r
g), by [g). In the framework of the first order perturbation theory

perturbations of parameters Ay \g), Ay(g) could be expressed via linear combination of macro

constants perturbations AY.\g), AE^', AY.\g\ AvS^' and thus retain expressions (3.1.2)-(3.1.5) for

reactivity effect components owing to insertion of correction terms. Under large perturbations of

reactor region properties the perturbations of correction parameters Ay(g) ,Ay{p can not be



described by linear function of macro constant perturbations A S ^ A I ^ A S ^ 1 , ,

Representation of reactivity effect as sum (3.1.1) of four components in this case appears to be
difficult, but nevertheless remains extremely useful and that is why necessary for calculation result
analysis with the usage of perturbation theory. Formulas of such representation are displayed below
without any additional explanations.

Bilinear functional describing leakage of importance from prism number i in energy group g
via lateral surface (weighed with neutron flux) is written for strict perturbation theory in the form of
the following complex:

- < W W ; ( J ) (3.3.1)

The only distinction from the corresponding formula (3.1.20) of the first order perturbation
theory is that instead of undisturbed neutron flux here flux of disturbed reactor state is used. Change
in complex X(f) transferring its to disturbed value X'r\

g) (see below, formula (3.3.2)) consists of in
substitution of unperturbed correction parameter y(g) in formula (3.3.1) numerator by perturbed

parameter y ̂  8)

X w = _ ^ U i _ ^ j _ y -^L_=£__ 4>;w _<p:w \0>
it(g)

(3.3.2)

It should be noted that unperturbed value of parameter y (
rp is used in denominators of two

formulas (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) and neutron flux is taken from perturbed reactor state. Analogous
comments are justified and for the complexes k{$* and X'^g) described by expressions:

^ (3.3.3)

(3.3.4)

Changes in values of bilinear functional AXig) = X'r
ig) ~X(g) and AXig) = X'.^ -X{g) under

perturbation of reactor regions neutronic characteristics are to be written in the following manner:
(£) _ p ( £ ) * A v (g) _ Tr(g) * / - v '(?) _ v (g) \ n i c \ •
'ri L ri Lil ri L ri \l ri I ri ' \J.J.J)

AXf = Tf * Ay f = r<ff) *(y ̂ ' - y f) (3.3.6)

From the formulas (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) it results:

<g) - <p+(«) W (?> (3 3 7)

For the coefficient F ^ ' formulas (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) allow to get the following expression:

<«' (3 3 8)



Additional term [CO( Ay)] of strict perturbation theory for reactivity effect in the schei

improved coarse mesh method and caused by perturbation of correction parameters Ay \g), Ay

and taking into account given above symbols has the following representation:

[CO(Ay)] = £ £2(r<*>Ay<f> + r<*>Ay^>) (3.3.9
i=lg= I

In total, reactivity effect RE under perturbation of macro constants AS in reactor regi
the framework of strict perturbation theory on the basis of improved coarse mesh methc
represented as superposition of five components:

] [ ] [ ] (3.3.1

First four terms in this formula reflect the influence on criticality changing under inserr
real reactor properties perturbations expressed by perturbations of macro cor
ASjf', AE*?), AE^' , AvE^f'. Fifth term is a consequence of usage of improved coarse

method and represents by itself the mathematical abstraction, defining more precisely rea<
effect in the framework of strict perturbation theory from combined influence of four perturb;
A E ^ A E ^ A E ^ A v E j f * . Formula (3.3.10) for the reactivity effect makes ph

interpretation of calculation results more difficult; such interpretation many years was based o:
known finite-difference equations of perturbation theory with distinct subdivision of the effi
components, reflecting contributions of one type of macro constant being perturbed. I
framework of the first order perturbation theory such subdivision is also possible on the ba
improved coarse mesh method.

For strict perturbation theory based on improved coarse mesh method, instead of formu
(3.3.10) determining reactivity effect, more convenient for physicists is the expression containi
four traditional components and term [CO( Ay)] is split between them, i.e.:

RE = [LE(AZtr,Ay)] + [AB(AZa,Ay)] + [SC(Ai:s,Ay)} + [PR(AvXf, Ay)] (3.3.1

Index (AE,Ay) in the expression (3.3.11) shows dependence of reactivity effect components no
from perturbation of macro constants AS but also from perturbation of correction parametei
Additional term [CO(Ay)\ is split between four components according to the following ruk

half of it is attached to leakage component [Z,is(AS,,, Ay)], another half is related to the si

three components: ([AB(AEa, Ay)] + [SC(AS,, Ay)] + [/>/?( AvE f, Ay)j) -absorption + scat

+ fission neutron production. Sharing of the second half between the three components is carrk
in accordance with the following algorithm.

Assuming that:
(s)

Formulas (3.1.15) and (3.3.12) differ by re-arrangement of terms and usage of flux for disf
state (®'(g)(r)) in formula (3.3.12) whereas undisturbed flux (®{g)(r)) is used in foi

(3.1.15).
The following designations are introduced:



n

J. 14

(3.3.15:

0.3.16)

(3.3.17)

Here:

5(*}=1 if / j 'Uo;
(3.3.19)

(^') J ,W) = 0 if / W = 0 .

It is easy to check that parameters plf\s{
rp ,<!„• are determined in such a way that ur

£, =1 the following relationship is fulfilled:

/,<*>+5<*>+a<*>=y<f>_1 (33.20)

And for parameters p{j\s{j\a%' under £,'/' = 1 the following relationship is truth:

pf +sf+af=yf-\ (3.3.21)

Parameters <//(ir),p'Jg),s'Jg),a'Jg\ p'Jg\s'J*\a'}e^ for the perturbed state are introdu

according the relations like (3.3.12) - (3.3.18) with the distinction that they are defined via ma
constants for the perturbed state, namely:

effJi

f3 3 24)

^ j ^ . (3.3.25)
J ;



Y^fl^t (3.3.26)

' i j<g

' 'Jg) - 1 )

Here:

4 ; w = i if J ; W ^ 0 ;

(3.3.29)
^,iz) jr;(f)j = 0 if J / W ^ o .

Parameters p'Jg),s'Jg),a'nr' are defined in such a manner that under £j.^' =1 the following

relation is fulfilled:

/ , ; ^ ) + 5 ; U ) + f l ; U ) = y ; ( . ) _ ! ( 3 . 3 3 0 )

A n d f o r p a r a m e t e r s p ' J 8 ) , 5 ^ ( s ) , a ' } * ' u n d e r 4 5 = 1 t h e f o l l o w i n g r e l a t i o n s h i p i s t r u t h :

P'Jg)+s'Jg)+a'Jg)=y'Jg)~l (3.3.31)

Subtraction of (3.3.20) from (3.3.30) gives:
Ap'Jg) + As'Jg) + Aa'Jg) = Ay 'r\

g) (3.3.32)

At the same time, subtraction of (3.3.21) from (3.3.31) leads to:
Ap'a

ig) + As'Jg) +Aa'u
ig) = Ay ̂  (3.3.33)

Here by definition Aq=q'-q, and index q can mean any from the following four symbols p,s,a,y .
Remembering here that it is necessary to split half of additional term [CO(Ay)] between

three traditional components (absorption, scattering, fission neutrons production), using expression
(2.3.9) for [CO(Ay)], and taking into consideration relationships (3.3.32) and (3.3.33) it is possible
to write:

O.5[C0(Ay)] = £ £[r<*>(A^f> +AsJ*) + A<tf>) + r^> (A/tf> + Asjf' +Aa[g))} (3.3.34)

This expression is the base for split of half of additional term [CO(Ay)] between three traditional

components.
In total, components of reactivity effect in expression (3.3.10) are displayed as follows:



I C N

V V (3(A^* + A^' ) * AE*?'(7) + F ^ * AY ^ + F*?' * AY **' \ (3 3 35)

<*> * A<*>} (3.3.36)

{
1 = 1 £=1 y=l

* (j) J

+

F,; *&p)i +^u Apjf > (3.3.38)

Coefficients A(
ff

),A(^) are determined by formulas (3.1.19) and (3.1.21), accordingly; coefficients
<Pi;'s)»(P(^>i{P0*> are determined by formulas (3.1.16), (3.1.17) and (3.1.18), accordingly.

Moreover, in expressions (3.1.16), (3.1.17), (3.1.18), (3.1.19) and (3.1.21) perturbed neutron flux

( 0 ' <*> (?)) is used instead of unperturbed one (0(s) ( r ) ) .
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